
1500 Pro Bars
Bar Length

Bars Per Pack Packs Per Carton Product Code
Inches cm

8 20.3 8 5 GFP1508PMCEU
10 25.4 8 5 GFP1510PMCEU
11 27.9 8 5 GFP1511PMCEU
12 30.5 8 5 GFP1512PMCEU
14 35.6 8 5 GFP1514PMCEU
16 40.6 8 5 GFP1516PMCEU
18 45.7 8 5 GFP1518PMCEU
20 50.8 8 5 GFP1520PMCEU
24 61 8 5 GFP1524PMCEU
30 76.2 8 5 GFP1530PMCEU
36 91.4 8 5 GFP1536PMCEU
40 101.6 8 5 GFP1540PMCEU
60 152.4 8 5 GFP1560PMCEU

1500 Pro Centre Brace Bars
Bar Length

Quantity Per Pack Packs Per Carton Product Code
Inches cm

24 61 12 1 GFP2415P12
40 101.6 12 1 GFP4015P12

All GOframe bars come with adhesive strips on them, making  
the use of staple guns in canvas stretching obsolete. Simply 
remove the adhesive liner, insert your bars into the correct 
size corner kit and position your image. Remove the corner kit 
and trim excess canvas, pull the bars up to create the canvas 
edge and secure the corners with the included pins. Finish by 
snapping the corner tabs into place for drum like tension.

1500 Pro Bars
GOframe professionally with the 1500 Pro bar. Creating a 
canvas with a 1.5" deep edge, these bars really give your 
canvas substance. Utilising high quality adhesive tape that 
negates the need for canvas pliers you can have a wall ready 
canvas in less than five minutes, For additional stability in 
larger frames a centre brace can also be added.

www.innovaart.com

Quantity Per Pack Packs Per 
Carton Product Code

Canvas Trimmer 1 10 GF1500TKMCEU
Archival Quality Glue 4 Bottles (4oz) 10 GF1500GPMCEU

Canvas Trimmer and Archival Quality Glue
No need for a cutting mat or craft knife, the unique GOframe 
trimmer is safe, easy to use and will ensure you do not make 
an over-cut when cutting into the corners of your canvas. The 
archival quality glue is essential keep your media secure when 
using canvas, if you use paper to display an image on your 
GOframe, you may find it is not required.

Starter Kit
This handy kit include everything you need to start working 
with GOframe 1500 Pro Bars: a bottle of archival quality glue 
and a corner kit designed especially for each bar system.

Fits Bar Size
Includes Packs 

Per 
Carton

Product CodeCorner 
Kit

Canvas 
Trimmer

Extra Corner 
Pins

1500 Pro ✓ ✓ ✓ 10 GFP1500PSKMCEU

1500 Pro Bars
1.5" Deep edge, extra thick for  

professional canvas wraps

Hex Frames
1.25" Deep edge stretcher bars 
for hexagonal shaped canvases

Collage Clips
Connect hexagonal canvases to 

create unique photo collages

Time saving, efficient canvas stretcher bars, no need to use staples or canvas pliers



Fits Bar Size Quantity Per Pack Packs Per Carton Product Code

1500 40 10 GF1500CCMCEU

Collage Clips
Go collage for extra style - simply slot onto the edge of two 
frames and the in built spacer creates and even gap between 
images. Create eye catching photo montages or tile a large 
image over smaller frames with the unique Collage Clips.

Hex Frames
Go unique with hexagonal stretched canvases. Available in a 
standard length of 5" (12.7cm), just take six bars from a box 
to create the edges of your hexagon frame. It could not be 
easier to create a uniquely shaped hexagon stretched canvas 
from your own print. All you need is a Hex frame corner kit, a 
canvas trimmer and some archival quality glue. Simply remove 
the adhesive tape from each bar, position on the back of the 
canvas and apply pressure to secure in place. With a little bit 
of glue your canvas print will stay secure for a lifetime and 
the archival properties ensure there is nothing in contact with 
your print that could damage it, insert corner pins to create the 
hexagon shape and you have a unique stretched canvas in no 
time! Each bar is only 10mm thick, so they are fully compatible 
with GOframe Collage Clips. Finished frames have an edge 
depth of 1.25" creating a stand out from any backdrop, these 
frames can also be used as free standing desk displays.

Hex Frames
Bar Length

Bars Per Pack Packs Per Carton Product Code
Inches cm

5 12.7 36 5 GF1205HEXMCEU

GOframe stretcher bars are made from the best grades of 
North American basswood. This is the wood of choice for most 
museum quality stretcher bars due to its stability, low resin 
and lignin content. The wood is kiln dried to a moisture content 
below 8% which will insure that there will be no warp or 
shrinkage after the canvas is applied to the stretching frame. 
GOframe only buy from sawmills that use sustainable forest 
practises.

Fits Bar 
Size Description Packs Per 

Carton Product Code

Hex Corner Kit (6 Corners) 10 GFHEXCKMCEU

Corner Kit
The reusable corner kit hold the corners of your hex frame 
secure and keep the tape from touching your canvas whilst 
you get the placement picture perfect.

Collage Clips

www.innovaart.com

GOframe with Innova Art
Now that you have all you need to create drum 
tight canvases in minutes, you'll be wanting some 

canvas to try with them. Innova Art is a 
world leader in digital printing papers 
and canvases. With a selection of 
canvases for aqueous and eco-solvent 
printers available, you are sure to find 
just what you're looking for.

Canvas
by Innova

www.innovaart.com | info@innovaart.com | +44 (0)1992 571775

CanvasINNOVA
MORE THAN PAPER

Exhibition Gloss Polycotton Canvas 390gsm
IFA-056

www.innovaart.com | info@innovaart.com | +44 (0)1992 571775

CanvasINNOVA
MORE THAN PAPER

Eco Solvent Polyester Canvas 240gsm
IFA-095
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CanvasINNOVA
MORE THAN PAPER

Exhibition Matte Polycotton Canvas 380gsm
IFA-055

© Barrie Tumbridge | www.tumbridge-photography.co.uk
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CanvasINNOVA
MORE THAN PAPER

Exhibition Matte Polyester Canvas 260gsm
IFA-052
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CanvasINNOVA
MORE THAN PAPER

Exhibition Matte Cotton Canvas 370gsm
IFA-054

© Simon Bull | www.simonbullimages.co.uk

New
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CanvasINNOVA
MORE THAN PAPER

Eco Solvent Polycotton Canvas 370gsm
IFA-096
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GOframe is distributed by Innova Art. For more 
information about Innova and their range of digital 

media visit www.innovaart.com

+44 (0) 1992 571775 
info@innovaart.com 

+1 856-456-3200

Follow Innova Art:
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